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About OneFamily 

OneFamily Modern family finance

OneFamily provide financial products and services that recognise the 
complexity of modern life

Customer-Owned Owned by our customers, our profits go back into our business, products and 
communities

Customers 2 million customers and £8 billion of families’ money cared for 

OneFamily Foundation We’ve awarded over £3.2 million to our customers and their communities 
since 2015 

Award Winning 
Products 

Lifetime Mortgages – Rated 5 stars by MoneyFacts 2017-2019
Lifetime Mortgages – Equity Release Award Winner 2016
Over 50’s – Rated 5 stars by Defaqto 2015-2018
JISA – Best Junior ISA Provider MoneyFacts 2014-2018 
JISA – Your Money Award Winner 2018 



Source: Key Retirement – mortgage strategy article 4

Marketplace and trends

о Value of new equity release rose by 29% to reach £3.94 billion in 2018 

о With 46,397 plan sold in 2018

о Mintel forecasts sales will rise by 94% to reach a total of £7.7 billion by 2023

о Retirement lending market stands at £86 billion – (mortgages, credit cards, overdrafts)

о This is expected to increase to £142 billion by 2027

о 1 in 7 people are likely to have no pension provisions in place

о Bank of mum and dad are the 11th biggest mortgage lender. Borrowing £6.3 billion last year

о The window to retirement is getting shorter – FTB Age 32yrs / 39yrs In London

.
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Our Lifetime Mortgage Products

Interest Roll-up with Voluntary Payment 

Our Interest Roll-up with Voluntary Payment option 
allows customers to release money without having to 
worry about repaying anything during their lifetime. 

However, they can make voluntary payments of up to 
10% of the initial loan balance each year, with no 
early repayment charges.

Interest Payment

Our Interest Payment Lifetime Mortgage is specifically 
designed to allow customers to repay some or all of 
the interest each month, for the life of the mortgage.



Our Product Features

• Properties from £70,000 to 
an unlimited value (please refer 
over £2 million)

• Loan amounts from £20,000 to 
a maximum of £1 million 

• No affordability assessments

• Downsizing protection

• Fixed early repayment charges

• No negative equity guarantee  
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The Quirky Stuff

оSolar panels (subject to CML)

оFlooding – As long as not flooded in last 5 years

оListed buildings (Grade 2)

оFlat roofs (max 25%, asphalt, felt, zinc, copper, lead)

оMax Acreage 25  (others range from 3 up to about 20)

о Leasehold – 175 years at the start, minus the youngest applicant

оFreehold Flats – Up to 4 on a lease basis within (LV & Hodge)

оShared Ownership – If buying final share

о Japanese Knotweed (cat 1-3 & PCA treatment)

о Spray foam roofs

о Adverse Credit
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Our Services  

Underwriting Sales Support Online Support Marketing Support

Direct Access to 
Underwriters

Flexible Underwriting:
• Wide variety of 

properties ranging 
from ex local 
authority, solar panels, 
listed buildings, flat 
roof (under 25%)

• Adverse personal 
credit 

Dedicated Business 
Development Managers

Dedicated Telephone 
Account Managers 

Dedicated Case Manager 
for High Value Loans 

Adviser Website:
onefamilyadviser.com

Adviser Portal:
Secure online portal 

Online Equity Release 
Calculator 

Marketing support 
including:
• Printed collateral
• Sales aids 
• Events
• Email comms
• Editorial 
• Training
• Webinars
• Videos 
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Underwriting Flexibility – Case study on a minimum valuation

• OneFamily recently received a valuation report for a property value of £69K which is under our minimum property value of £70K. The 
reason for the lower value was that the Valuer had identified potential ‘Timber and Damp’ issues. However the Valuation report did 
provide an after works value of £70K on the basis that ‘Damp & Timber’ work was completed.

• For many lenders this could be a decline, but we agreed to use the higher valuation and retain all monies which meant that the 
applicant could complete on the loan when the damp issue was resolved. 

• We looked for a way to apply flexibility and gave the customer the option to complete the works first and upon receipt of the
evidence that the required works had been completed, we were able to refer back to the Valuer who provided a ‘when completed’
figure of £70k which enabled OneFamily to lend the required sum and produce an offer for the customer. 



Super LTV 
Lifetime Mortgage 



What’s different?
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Super LTV

о The adviser Q&As provide additional detail on key aspects of the product.

Feature Super LTV (Fixed) Standard LTV (Fixed)

Age 65-100 55-100

Property Locations* England and Wales England, Wales and Scotland

ERCs
Years 1-3; 6%

Years 4-8; 5%, 4%, 3%, 2%, 1%
Years 1-5; 6%

Years 6-10; 3%

LTV range 40%-58% 20%-50%

LTV customer type Single and joint same +1% for single

Product Type^ Roll-up with Voluntary
Roll-up with Voluntary
and Interest Payment

Rate Type Fixed Rate Fixed and Variable Rate

Rate (%) 6.19% MER   4.79% MER

Note:  The Scotland location* and Interest Payment Option^ may be available at a later date (TBC).
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Over 50’s Life Cover at a glance product features

Defaqto 5* rated

Eligibility 50 – 80 years

Premium range £10 - £75pm

Maximum sum assured £19,982

Guaranteed acceptance Yes

Medical required No

Moratorium period 2 years

Death by natural causes in the 
first 2 years Yes

Accidental death in the first 2 
years Yes

Payment term To age 90

Serious illness benefit Yes

Terminal illness benefit Yes

Funeral funding option (£300) Yes

Nominated beneficiaries Yes

Independent care advice Yes

Can I have more than one plan Yes

Joint life policy No 

Cash value? No 

Immediate cover? Yes

Terms and Conditions apply. Further information can be found in the Policy Summary.
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Testimonials & Feedback 

о In research carried out among intermediaries in 
November 2018, by an independent research agency, 
out of 10 we received a mean score of:

> 8.2 for overall satisfaction

> 8.2 for advocacy

> 8.7 for ease of doing business with One Family 

о These high scores indicate a positive opinion of 
OneFamily and our Lifetime Mortgages

о Particular strengths, in the opinion of intermediaries, 
were our flexibility/lending criteria, good customer 
support and having a good product 

“They’re very good at looking outside the 
box which is really useful especially with 

quirky properties or flood risk areas.” 

“Their versatility. Low costs and very good 
and helpful to deal with. Lovely 

application process.” 

“Underwriting, flexibility with the 
underwriting and construction and a 

defined ERC.” 

“It’s the personal touch. They took 
ownership when we dealt with them.” 



Our Lifetime Mortgages Team  

Nick Tew Telephone Account Manager 
Nick has over 30 years' experience in Financial Services, and since 2007 has specialised in 
the mortgage and retirement market.

01273 061206 nick.tew@onefamily.com

Ben Wallace Telephone Account Manager 
Ben has a wealth of account management experience in building relationships 
and providing support to brokers.

01273 061 620 ben.wallace@onefamily.com

mailto:nick.tew@onefamily.com
mailto:ben.wallace@onefamily.com
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